
Relate CSOs Content 
to Trends 



As of the first week of December 2013, Facebook has 
decreased the organic reach. This means that less and less 
people see the Social Media posts of the CSOs. 
CSOs have yet to change their old Social Media behaviors to 
react to the changing dynamic of the medium they are in. 
Reach is one of many critical indicators that need to be 
regularly addressed and closely monitored by CSOs if they 
are to be heard. 



On Sep 18, 2014 Facebook announced that it will place 
posts about trending topics and content with fresh 
engagement on the top right hand side in the News 
Feed page. 



• When trends are (remotely) relevant to the CSOs 
objectives, share/create related content. 

• General Interest topics can also be used.  The 
more relevant the CSO is to the online audience, 
the higher the engagement. 

• View  “Real Time Marketing” examples 



Facebook “Trending” is now available to show a list 
of topics and hashtags that have been recently 
used in popularity on Facebook. The use of 
trending topics of hashtags will increase the posts 
engagement without booting. 

https://www.facebook.com/help/1401671260054622 



https://www.facebook.com/help/1401671260054622 



Changing 
Dynamics of 
Online Advertising 



• Media consumption is no longer LINEAR 
• People now move quickly and unpredictably 

between devices and media channels in different 
parts of their day. 

• Content creators have the challenge of telling a 
story in a non-sequential technique 
 
 



• CSOs are rearranging their content generation 
process and taking advantage of these Social 
Mediums 

 
• Here are five key ways to work on internally, and 

improve the CSOs capabilities: 



1. Switch to Non-Linear Storytelling 
2. Restructure Operations and Processes Around Content 

and Sharing 
3.  Re-examine the posting Cycle 
4.  Facilitate Discovery of Content 
5.  Making entertainment a core offering 



Real-Time 
Marketing 



• With Super Bowl being one of the most popular 
game events in USA, most brands, Public figures, 
organizations, and others engage in Real-time 
marketing by taking part in the discussion about 
it on Twitter and Facebook to shed light on them 
by using this hot topic. 

• Below statistics of Tweets during Super Bowl 2014 



http://marketingland.com/twitter-real-time-marketing-super-bowl-73026 



Trending Topics 



The challenge goes as follows: 
• Participants post videos dumping ice water on their 

heads on social media platforms. 
• At the end of each video, participants of the challenge 

are called upon to nominate a few others, and continue 
the “chain reaction,” so to speak. 

• If these friends don’t complete the “challenge,” they’re 
urged to donate $100 to the ALS foundation. 

http://elitedaily.com/news/technology/chill-als-challenge-far-just-social-media-
stunt/715117/?utm_source=feedly&utm_reader=feedly&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=chill
-als-challenge-far-just-social-media-stunt 



#Stripforjackie campaign was sparked on Social Media, 
where supporters stripped off in solidarity with the 
Lebanese Olympic skier, Jackie Chamoun, who was called 
for an investigation by Lebanon’s sports and Youth Minister, 
for posing for a stripped photo shoot of a calendar which 
wasn’t supposed to go public.  

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2558696/Lebanese-Olympic-skier-posed-
topless-racy-calendar-shoot-hate-figure-home-country-footage-appears-online.html 



Image Source: http://www.trendingbytes.com/blog-trends/lebanese-graphic-
designer-likes-remind-us-priorities 



Image Source: http://www.trendingbytes.com/blog-trends/lebanese-graphic-
designer-likes-remind-us-priorities 





• Recently there has been a widespread usage of 
funny Internet memes to send out brands’ 
messages through Social Platforms. 

• You can create your images using simple 
generators or Photoshop 

• Though some might find these images silly, they 
are getting the highest interaction on Facebook 





Content Creation 
V.S.  

Content Curation 



• Creative  and good content is important for 
positioning your brand as a reference for health, 
lifestyle, finance, Social Media, politics, and every 
other category you can think of. 



http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2558696/Lebanese-Olympic-skier-posed-
topless-racy-calendar-shoot-hate-figure-home-country-footage-appears-online.html 

Content Creation is the process of generating unique 
content for the CSO. 
 
Content Curation is when CSOs share relevant content 
from different CSOs or users (Of course, by giving them 
credit) on your Social Channels 



http://curationtraffic.com/curating-content/ 
 



• By curating content, you are acting as a filter for 
your audience to select the content of interest 
to be shared on Social Channels. 
 

• Curate content at least three times a week. 
 



• Blogs about your topic of Interest 
• National news (holidays or events) 
• Relevant news from around the world 
• Industry news and latest inventions 
• Funny/light Tweets are nice from time to time 





• Culture – Facebook, and Twitter are very different 
communities with various different uses that talk about 
very different topics. For example, finding and nurturing 
valuable partnerships makes sense as a focus on Twitter, 
but not on Facebook.  



• Different Semantics -  Twitter has features like mentions 
and replies, while Facebook status update limits are over 
400 characters. Also a link must be included in a tweet, 
but on Facebook a link can be added within the update 
rather than the text. These semantics don’t translate 
between the two networks. 



• Same Audience - It’s likely that your followers can be 
found on several networks. If you post the exact same 
thing on Twitter and Facebook there is no value in 
following a company on all platforms. 





Categories of 
Content  



http://visual.ly/content-frenzy-your-door-content-choices 



http://visual.ly/content-frenzy-your-door-content-choices 



http://visual.ly/content-frenzy-your-door-content-choices 



Categories 
Recommended 

for Content 



 Awards 
 Community Links 
 Community Services 
 Education 
 Environment 
 Events 
 Facilities 
 Health 

 Newsletters 
 Powerful/Successful Women  
 Recruitment 
 Statistics (Performance) 
 Summits 
 Women in Tech 





Awards that are 
being given to 
people around the 
world or even CSOs. 



Content can be linked to 
an event happening in the 
community, where the 
CSO or Founder may be 
involved. (Supporting, 
Sponsor, Participating) 



 What is the CSO doing for the community?  
How is the CSO helping the community?  

 Content can deliver steps happening during this 
service.  

 The CSO being involved with the Community and 
being social in order to increase awareness and 
social connectivity with the society.  







 CSO’s can provide content of when the CSO visited a 
school to deliver a message to students and/or public 
event to the society of what they are doing, how they will 
benefit.  

 CSO’s can provide content to deliver ways the society can 
give a helping hand.  

 Facts of how children around the world are striving to be 
educated. 





 CSO’s being a part of environmental awareness is 
an important part of society. Through your Social 
Media platforms you can post about events that 
are happening “Beach clean-up day”, contests 
related to environment, or new technology the 
CSO is providing the society to keep the 
environment clean, and/or less polluted.  





 The audience wants and needs to know what each CSO is 
doing when it comes to events, conferences, and/or 
seminars.  

 Content to be delivered before event: 
 What the event is about 
 When, where, and time 



 Reminders about the event is suggested every two or 
three days as a reminder 

 During the Event, conference, or seminar, it is suggested 
to do live posts, tweets, and even Instagram uploads.  
 





 Introducing the audience to the facilities you have 
at the CSO is also important 
 Providing information about: 
 Staff news  
 Programs that audience can participate in  
 







 Content can be about health issues happening 
around the world 
 How to prevent health issues (Ebola)  

 What the CSOs have conducted to help people 
with health issues  
 





• CSOs can relate with the audience by posting 
news about holidays or celebrations they support.  

• For example,  
• Breast Cancer Awareness 
• World Food Day  
• Christmas  
• Ramadan 







• Everyday we hear about powerful or successful 
women around the world making a change. This 
type of content will help bring awareness about 
respect, honor, success, intelligence.  

• Moreover, it might change one person’s life by 
reading the story. 



http://www.forbes.com/fdc/welcome_mjx.shtml 



• Post about recruitment and the positions that 
are available. 

• Give the content an image to attract users. A 
post without an image does not drive 
engagement as one with an image.   





• Providing the audience with results of what the 
CSO has delivered through it’s initiatives is very 
important.  

• Users want to see numbers (% improvement) 
• Users want to see results (Final Work)  
• Statistics can also mean what is happening 

around the world (% of clean water in a country) 





Support: 
• women’s empowerment initiatives,  
• promote social cohesion, 
• community development,  
• improve women’s legal and social status,  
• support educational and spiritual development  
• promote social justice, 
• human rights,  
• and equality 







• Supporting or posting news about CSOs is extremely 
helpful. 

• This shows communication, support to one another, 
commitment,… Sharing content from another CSO can 
help both gain further awareness about what is being 
done for the society.  

• Moreover, this will provide users with an understanding 
that all initiative are done for the society’s benefit. 





This project is funded through the U.S. Department of State, Bureau of Near 
Eastern Affairs, Office of the Middle East Partnership Initiative (MEPI). MEPI is 
a unique program designed to engage directly with and invest in the 
peoples of the Middle East and North Africa (MENA). MEPI works to create 
vibrant partnerships with citizens to foster the development of pluralistic, 
participatory, and prosperous societies throughout the MENA region. 



MEPI partners with local, regional and international non-governmental 
organizations, the private sector, academic institutions, and governments. 
More information about MEPI can be found at: 
www.arabianpeninsula.mepi.state.gov. 
“The opinions, findings and conclusions stated herein are those to the 
author[s] and do not necessarily reflect those of the United States 
Department of State.” 
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